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we created this pack for premiere pro users to be able to do
quick transitions without the need of spending hours in after
effects. if you want to do quick transitions, make use of our
transitions pack. the transitions will allow you to get the job

done fast. the transitions pack includes multiple transitions that
can be applied to different sequences at different times. the
transitions are universal in the sense that they work with all

edit points. they all have settings that control the movement of
the transition, so you can choose which look you want. if you
apply a transition to multiple sequences, you will get different

transitions on each sequence, so it is easy to keep the
transitions in synch with the video. you can see the preview of
the transitions in the preview window. the transitions can be

applied to video clips from the timeline or to external files. for
example, you can add transitions to the clips that you export
from your video editor. then you can go back to the timeline
and apply these transitions to the clips in the timeline. we

created this video tutorial because we felt that there was a lot
of confusion among premiere pro users when it came to how to

quickly apply a transition to a video clip. we wanted to make
sure that premiere pro users could have quick access to the

various transitions and that they could easily apply the
transitions to the timeline. think of transition pack 4 as a

cinematic version of motion tween by filmimpact.net. youll find
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that transition pack 4 features all the features you can imagine,
as well as a wide variety of timing presets. with transition pack
4, you can create a perfect transition for any situation. it makes

the perfect starter kit for beginners looking to create great
looking transitions. its versatile and the perfect choice for

casual users and experts alike.
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impact wipe is a very basic transition. again, its a completely
linear effect, with no control over the placement of the wipe.

there is nothing to really change the appearance of the video.
the only thing you can do is to control the speed of the

transition, and how quickly the video advances. that seems fine
for a transition, but really, you need more than this. theres no
way to control the thickness of the wipe, its more of a straight
line. theres no sound, and no way to set the alignment of the
wipe. this is not a proper transition. impact pastel color is a

more sophisticated transition than the previous one. there are
actually more controls here, and its a much more sophisticated
transition. the transition is designed to mimic the look of a very
expensive color print or poster. in fact, you could probably use
this transition to great effect in a music video if you were in a
rush to create a more sophisticated visual effect. while not a

true 3d effect, the transition does create a sense of depth when
the video is played. you can use it for a scene transition, or just

as a stylistic effect. easier than ever, you can just drag and
drop an instance of the filmimpact flicker transition on to the

timeline and have it automatically change its properties,
instantly. the transitions can be set to loop infinitely, or be

triggered by the playhead. there is also an optional preview
window that lets you see how the transition would appear in

your video. the transitions have a host of adjustable parameters
that you can change at any time. you can also turn the

transitions off and on. 5ec8ef588b
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